3) WeyΓs formula for the character of irreducible representations [9] .
4) Kostant's formula for the multiplicity of weights of irreducible representations [6],
5) The law of the decomposition of the tensor product of two irreducible
representations LI].
Harish-Chandra [3] studied the infinite dimensional 9-spaces with dominant vectors, and established 2) and 3) for such spaces. The lacking of the complete reducibility 1) necessitates the study of Extg(£7, V). A. Hattori determined the structure of flΉfl, V) =Extg(jβΓ, V) for an irreducible β-space V with a dominant vector [4] . To study the general case we need more. If U is finite dimensional, we have
Ext^C/, V)=HHQ, Hom*(ί7, V)) = &(*, U*® V)
where Z7* is the contragredient representation of U, so that we are led to the study of U*<g)V, a special case of 5). Theorem 1 of § 2 concerns with the structure of the tensor product. It follows from this theorem together with a generalization of Hattori's result (Theorem 2) that Extg(Z7, V) =0 for certain Proof. We can decompose V into the following form
where V{ω) = Σ V A (μ)® Vχ{v) and /, (ω), i = 1, ...,/, are non-negative inte- ii) The case ./Ί = 0.
βί β eίr(f>A®t>i) =*-* i) The case a'a'Ί-+c'r' = Σflid^αί. This case is treated similarly as case 2, i)
By case 1 and 2, WωOcf for all ω-^yl + ^v Therefore the result comes from the same equality as in case 2, iii).
iii) The general case. By use of i), ii) the proof is similar to case 2, iv).
Finally, if V λ is finite dimensional, then the length of the sequence ^ Σdim V(Λ -f v) < °°.
V6=A/λ
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
ExtHn V A )
The factor spaces in Theorem 1 are not necessarily irreducible. Therefore we need to extend Hattori's result to such a space. 
The multiplicity of a weight
In this section we consider the multiplicity of weights of an irreducible infinite dimensional representation with a dominant vector for 9 = §ί(3, K) .Let {ocu a 2 } be a fundamental system of the roots with respect to a Cartan subalgebra tj. Then ϊj is spanned by H aι , H Λz and the roots are ±ocu ± a*, ± (aι + cc2). Let e a be a non-zero vector contained in the root space 0 α of a.
Let FF be the Weyl group of fl. W is generated by Si = S Λl and S 2 = S« 2 , where (1) The case c 2 + l<0, ci + c 2 + 2>0. In this case λ>λ 8 
